Skills Comparison in Pediatric Residents Using a 2-Dimensional versus a 3-Dimensional High-Definition Camera in a Pediatric Laparoscopic Simulator.
Advantages in 3-dimensional (3D) laparoscopy are mostly described in adults for better depth perception, precise visualization of anatomical structures, as well as for complex surgical maneuvers in small spaces. Using Visionsense III stereoscopic endoscopy system (Neuromed Spa), we performed a comparative study between surgical skills achievements using 2-dimensional (2D) and 3D laparoscopic equipment in a pediatric laparoscopic surgery simulator model. Three skills were evaluated both in 2D and 3D modalities. Pediatric residents (n = 20) without any previous laparoscopic experience were randomly divided in 2 groups and evaluated doing the established tasks in a laparoscopic simulator validated for pediatric surgery. Switching the type of vision from 2D to 3D or vice versa, we evaluated bimanual dexterity, efficiency, and efficacy. Three tasks were proposed-task 1: transfer of objects (6 pegs transferred one-by-one on a pegboard); task 2: pattern cutting (cutting a paper, following a circular dotted line); and task 3: threading eyelet (transfer, twisting and passing through a eyelet-shaped support, a specific 3D object). Performance was measured using a scoring system rewarding precision and speed. Any physical discomfort related to the 3D vision was recorded. Of the 20 participants included, 10 began the skills in the 2D modality and then performed them in 3D, and the other 10 began in 3D and ended in 2D. Overall task 1 performance (time and number of errors) was significantly better using stereoscopic compared with monoscopic visualization. Both groups experienced a 35.6% decrease in the time needed to complete the peg transfer using 3D instead of 2D. In task 2, the 3D performance was superior (less time to correctly cut the paper along the dotted line), but did not reach statistical significance. In task 3, the residents experienced with 3D a 31.7% decrease in the time necessary to complete the passage of the object trough the eyelet. Most participants (65%) "subjectively" defined 3D laparoscopy easier overall; 6 participants (30%) did not experience any issue related to the use of 3D technology; and 1 person (5%) of group 1 found more difficulties using 3D compared with 2D. Headache (25%), nausea (20%), and visual disturbance (1%) were the most common issues reported by the students during 3D procedures. Finally, the results show that residents achieved significantly better results working with 3D vision rather than with 2D vision. As other studies have demonstrated, there was improvement in the overall performance using the 3D laparoscope. This was the first attempt to verify 3D skills in naive subjects, directly on a simulator conceived exclusively for pediatric surgery; therefore, bias was limited by using a population without surgical experience. 3D laparoscopic surgical skills showed superior to 2D, with higher percentages of tasks completion, less time in performing them, and a shorter learning curve. Our results indicate that 3D was subjectively easier than 2D in performing complex tasks in the skills laboratory setting.